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ABSTRACT 

     Rationale. Current methods of staging liver fibrosis have notable limitations. We investigated 

the utility of positron emission tomography (PET) in staging liver fibrosis by correlating liver 

uptake of 68Ga-labeled fibroblast activation protein inhibitor (FAPI) with histology in a human-

sized swine model. 

     Methods. Five pigs underwent baseline FAPI PET/MRI and liver biopsy, followed by liver 

parenchymal embolization, 8 weeks of oral alcohol intake, endpoint FAPI PET/MRI, and 

necropsy. Regions of interest (ROIs) were drawn on baseline and endpoint PET images and mean 

standardized uptake values (SUVs) were recorded. At endpoint, liver sections corresponding to 

ROIs were identified and cut out. Histologic evaluation of fibrosis was performed using a modified 

METAVIR score for swine liver and quantitatively using collagen proportionate area (CPA). Box-

and-whisker plot and linear regression were used to correlate SUV with METAVIR score and 

CPA, respectively. 

     Results. Liver FAPI uptake strongly correlated with CPA (Pearson correlation coefficient, 

r=0.89, P<0.001). FAPI uptake was significantly and progressively higher across F2 and F3/F4 

fibrosis stages, respective median SUVs [interquartile range, IQR] of 2.9 [2.7 – 3.8] and 7.6 [6.7 

– 10.2] (P<0.001). There was no significant difference between FAPI uptake of baseline liver 

and endpoint liver sections staged as F0/F1, respective median SUVs [IQR] of 1.7 [1.3 – 2.0] and 

1.7 [1.5 – 1.8] (P = 0.338). 

     Conclusion. The strong correlation between liver FAPI uptake and the histologic stage of 

liver fibrosis suggests FAPI PET can play an impactful role in noninvasive staging of liver 

fibrosis, pending validation in patients. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Liver fibrosis is the consequence of chronic liver injury of any etiology and affects >120 

million people worldwide.(1,2) End-stage liver fibrosis (i.e., cirrhosis) is the global leading cause 

of liver-disease-related deaths and the most important risk factor for developing liver cancer.(1) 

Fibrosis is the only histologic feature that predicts long-term outcomes, and serial assessments of 

fibrosis are of key prognostic importance in patient outcomes and assessing treatment response.(3) 

Although transplant remains the only available cure for decompensated end-stage liver fibrosis, 

earlier stages of liver injury and fibrosis are treatable and reversible.(4,5)  

Current methods of assessing liver fibrosis have notable limitations. Laboratory markers 

are unreliable,(6,7) and liver biopsy (the current gold standard) carries morbidity/mortality risks 

and is prone to undersampling and sampling/interpretation variability.(8-13) Magnetic resonance 

elastography (MRE) is the best validated noninvasive tool and estimates liver stiffness as a 

surrogate for the histologic fibrosis stage.(14-18) MRE has lower sensitivity for detection of lower 

stages of fibrosis, can be nondiagnostic due to liver iron overload or operator error, and cannot 

differentiate fibrosis from concurrent liver inflammation as both processes increase liver 

stiffness.(18-20) Hence there remains a clear unmet need for a noninvasive, quantitative, and 

accurate tool for staging liver fibrosis. 

Fibroblast activation protein (FAP) is a cell surface peptidase expressed in disease 

processes with matrix remodeling, such as by the fibrogenic liver stellate cells.(21,22) 

Radiolabeled FAP inhibitors (FAPI) have been utilized with positron emission tomography (PET) 

to target FAP in vivo as an imaging tool.(23,24) Advantages of PET include quantitative 

radiotracer uptake evaluation by standardized uptake value (SUV) and relatively operator-

independent, simple whole-liver imaging. Hence, the goal of this study was to prospectively 



 

investigate the correlation between liver FAPI uptake on PET and the gold standard histologic 

stage of liver fibrosis in a human-sized swine model of alcohol-induced liver fibrosis. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This study was conducted under protocols approved by local Institutional Animal Care and 

Use Committee in accordance with published National Institutes of Health and U.S. Department 

of Agriculture guidelines. Figure 1 summarizes the study design. The utilized swine model has 

been demonstrated to successfully induce liver fibrosis(25,26) and is detailed in the Supplemental 

Data section. Five human-sized, age-matched male Wisconsin Miniature SwineTM underwent 

same-day PET/MRI and core-needle liver biopsy to establish baseline histologic and imaging 

characteristics of the liver. Increasing volumes of ethanol were then added to their daily diets over 

a 7-day period, followed by transarterial liver embolization with an emulsion of ethanol and 

ethiodized oil. Animals continued oral alcohol intake for 8 more weeks, after which they 

underwent endpoint PET/MRI and necropsy.  

 

     Imaging. Images were acquired under general anesthesia in the supine position on a whole-

body PET/MRI scanner (Signa PET/MR, GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL, USA). Continuous dynamic 

PET data of the liver were acquired for 92 minutes; 68Ga-FAPI-46 was administered intravenously 

1 minute after the initiation of data acquisitions: average (range) dose of 4.3 (3.5 – 4.6) MBq/kg 

body weight. Attenuation-corrected dynamic PET images were reconstructed with 15 

seconds/frame for the first 5 minutes and 3 minutes/frame for the rest of the acquisition. An 

additional static image was generated at 60 minutes post radiotracer injection (using PET data at 

60-69 minutes). Images were reviewed and analyzed by a dual board-certified nuclear medicine 

physician/radiologist with fellowship training in abdominal imaging and nuclear medicine, using 



 

MIM software (version 7.1.2). Image analysis was performed prior to histologic tissue assessment 

to minimize bias. 

 

     Baseline Image Analysis. Circular regions of interest (ROIs) were placed on the liver 

parenchyma on MRI, avoiding major vessels, one in the right lobe and one in the left lobe, with a 

minimum diameter of 1.5 cm. Each ROI was propagated across one slice cranially and one slice 

caudally, yielding a cylindrical ROI with a minimum volume of 4 cm3. To minimize bias, ROIs 

were directly propagated by the software into both dynamic and static PET images. SUVmean 

(herein SUV) for each ROI was recorded, yielding 10 data points at baseline (2 per animal). 

 

     Endpoint Image Analysis. Due to the heterogeneous nature of the fibrosis achieved by this 

model (dictated by preferential liver arterial flow carrying different volumes of embolic emulsion 

to different liver regions), for each animal four ROIs were placed on the static PET images as 

follows: to achieve adequate assessment across the uptake spectrum, two ROIs were placed on 

most avid areas and two on relatively less avid areas. Second, ROIs were placed in areas that could 

be localized on harvested livers using anatomic landmarks (e.g., gallbladder fossa, major vessels, 

etc.). This approach yielded 20 data points at endpoint (4 per animal). 

 

     Tissue procurement and histology. Baseline core samples were obtained from each liver lobe. 

Livers were harvested at endpoint, and lobar surfaces were marked with ink to preserve the 

landmarks needed for imaging-histology co-localization. Livers were sectioned using a “bread-

loafing” technique in the axial plane to resemble the slices on PET/MRI, and all slices were fixed 



 

in formalin. Using anatomic landmarks, liver areas corresponding to the ROIs on endpoint images 

were identified, and wedge sections from these regions were cut out. 

All tissue samples were processed with Masson’s Trichrome stain, Picrosirius red stain, 

and anti-FAP immunohistochemistry. Histologic review and analysis were carried out by a board-

certified fellowship-trained hepatobiliary pathologist, blinded to imaging results and the 

timepoints of tissue procurement. Two histologic standards were used as reference: METAVIR 

fibrosis score(27,28) and collagen proportionate area (CPA).(29-35) The METAVIR score is an 

ordinal five-point scale (F0 to F4), where in humans F0 is absence of fibrosis and F4 is end-stage 

fibrosis/cirrhosis. Given that normal swine liver has thin, organized bands of fibrosis, for the 

purposes of this study, F0 and F1 were grouped into one category (F0/F1) and assigned to normal 

swine liver (Figure 2). CPA is the proportion of collagen deposition area relative to the total tissue 

area (reported in %) on Picrosirius red-stained slides. CPA analysis was performed only for 

endpoint wedge sections and not for baseline tissues, due to the relatively small amount of tissue 

procured through core needle biopsy at baseline. 

 

     Statistical analysis. Liver FAPI uptake time-activity curves were generated by plotting the 

pooled ROI SUVs against time for different stages of fibrosis. Box-and-whisker plots were 

generated to compare liver FAPI uptake and CPA across different histologic stages of liver 

fibrosis, using Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test. Linear regression was used to correlate liver FAPI 

with CPA, using the Pearson correlation coefficient. To account for the correlation among repeated 

measurements and their non-monotone change over time, a linear mixed effects model was used 

with pig- and ROI-specific random effects and piecewise linear time trend. Time-activity curves 

were compared using an F-test on longitudinal measurements assuming normally distributed 



 

errors. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant. A post-hoc power analysis for testing F2 

versus F0/F1, and F3/F4 versus F0/F1 stages under the current sample size was performed. 

RESULTS 

All animals completed the study procedures. Baseline PET imaging of animal #2 was 

terminated at 69 minutes post injection due to need for removal of the animal from the scanner to 

re-establish airway and ensure animal safety. For animal #3, PET data at 37-42 min were discarded 

due to a shift in animal’s position inside the scanner during that time period, but imaging was 

completed successfully. Time-activity curves demonstrated incrementally higher delayed FAPI 

uptake of stage F2 and F3/F4 sections (P<0.001, Figure 3). Uptake was stabilized at 60 minutes, 

the timepoint at which the static images were generated for the purposes of quantitative analysis 

and imaging-histologic correlation.  

Figure 4 is an example of imaging-histology correlation in the same animal at baseline and 

at endpoint, where the embolized region of the liver demonstrated fibrosis with avid FAPI uptake. 

Table 1 summarizes the FAPI uptake and the corresponding METAVIR score and CPA for all 

liver sections. Baseline liver samples were all normal (stage F0/F1). At endpoint, of the total 20 

liver sections, nine staged as F0/F1, three as F2, one as F3, and seven as F4. Given only one 

specimen was staged as F3, it was grouped with the F4 specimens (i.e., group F3/F4) to provide 

for a meaningful quantitative analysis. 

There was a strong linear correlation between liver FAPI uptake and histologic CPA 

(r=0.89, P<0.001, Figure 5A). There was no significant difference between the uptake of baseline 

liver and endpoint liver sections staged as F0/F1, respective median SUVs [interquartile range, 

IQR] of 1.7 [1.3 – 2.0] and 1.7 [1.5 – 1.8] (P=0.338). Conversely, FAPI uptake was significantly 

higher across F2 and F3/F4 stages and directly correlated with the histologic fibrosis stage, 



 

respective median SUVs [IQR] of 2.9 [2.7 – 3.8] and 7.6 [6.7 – 10.2] (P<0.001, Figure 5B). There 

was also a significant increase of CPA across fibrosis stages, median CPA [IQR] of 14% [13% – 

16%] for F0/F1, 33% [31% – 36%] for F2, and 49% [47% – 61%] for F3/F4 (all P<0.001, Figure 

5C). The post-hoc power of testing F2 versus F0/F1, and F3/F4 versus F0/F1 under the current 

sample size was calculated as respectively 44% and 99.99%. 

DISCUSSION 

We demonstrated that liver FAPI uptake strongly correlates with two accepted histologic 

metrics of liver fibrosis across the observed fibrosis stages in a human-sized swine model. Other 

molecular imaging agents have also been investigated for this purpose. Increased liver uptake of 

18F-alfatide in more advanced stages of fibrosis in a mouse model has been reported.(36) However, 

normal liver uptake of 18F-alfatide appears to be substantial enough to render this agent suboptimal 

for discerning lower stages of fibrosis.(36,37) A study of 11C-aminoglycerol PET in a rat model 

demonstrated an inverse correlation between liver radiotracer uptake and fibrosis stage. Key 

limitations of this approach include very short radiotracer half-life and overlap of uptake intensity 

between fibrosis stages.(38) Last, 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET plays only a limited role in 

evaluation of liver fibrosis, mainly due to altered liver glucose metabolism in the setting of chronic 

liver disease. (39) 

FAPI PET can offer several key potential advantages for evaluation of liver fibrosis. In our 

human-sized swine model, FAPI differentiated between various stages of disease. Furthermore, 

considering minimal uptake in normal human liver,(40,41) FAPI may detect early changes of 

fibrosis, which would be advantageous over elastography. Additional advantages of FAPI PET 

over elastography would be whole-liver evaluation, minimal opportunity for operator error, and 

robustness against factors that contribute to or confound liver stiffness measurement, most notably 



 

concurrent liver inflammation.(16) Although a more novel 3D MRE technique has demonstrated 

potential to address this limitation,(42) this concept has not been validated in clinical practice. 

However, considering the ability of MRI in accurate assessment of several key aspects of diffuse 

liver disease, such as fat, iron, and stiffness,(43,44) it is likely that combined FAPI PET and 

MRI/MRE may provide complementary information to paint a more complete picture of the state 

of liver disease. Potential disadvantages of FAPI PET include radiation exposure and radiotracer 

availability. However, human dosimetry of FAPI has demonstrated a whole-body exposure that is 

similar to that of FDG.(41,45) There remain challenges and unknowns that should be addressed as 

part of further validation of FAPI PET’s utility in assessment of liver fibrosis. While FAPI uptake 

directly correlated with the stage of fibrosis in the presented model, this correlation was observed 

in the setting of active fibrosis where the animals continued alcohol intake on a daily basis. 

Whether this observation is reproducible in other chronic disease processes, such as in viral 

hepatitis and non-alcoholic steatohepatitis, is of significant scientific and clinical relevance and 

requires further validation.  

This study has some limitations. While the sample size was small, post-hoc power analysis 

demonstrated its adequacy, which is also at par with a previous report.(46) Furthermore, this model 

generated patchy/geographic areas of fibrotic and normal liver, which is different than the pattern 

of disease in humans. However, this feature allowed for an internal negative control. Another 

limitation of a swine model is presence of thin fibrotic bands in normal liver, explaining normal 

liver’s FAPI uptake. Hence, FAPI PET’s potential in differentiating between F0 and F1 stages of 

disease would have to be investigated in human subjects. Our data yielded only one specimen with 

F3 liver fibrosis; hence, we are unable to evaluate FAPI PET’s ability to discern between F3 and 

F4 stages. We must note that while worth investigating, the significance of this limitation is 



 

unknown, as often in clinical practice or in the research setting, F0 and F1 stages as well as F3 and 

F4 stages are grouped together for treatment and/or prognostic purposes. Last, despite the careful 

approach to achieve accurate and unbiased imaging-histology correlation through blinding and 

using only anatomic landmarks to obtain tissue samples that correspond to ROIs, sampling 

error/variability cannot be completely eliminated. This variability and limitation are not unique to 

this study and also present in the current clinical practice as well as in nearly all studies that have 

evaluated liver fibrosis. We anticipate that once FAPI PET for assessment of liver fibrosis is further 

investigated and potentially validated in humans, it will largely overcome the aforementioned 

limitations of the current techniques, and it will enhance our ability in understanding of disease 

progression and evolution among those with chronic liver disease. 

CONCLUSION 

The strong correlation between liver FAPI uptake and the histologic stage of liver fibrosis 

suggests FAPI PET can play an impactful role in noninvasive staging of liver fibrosis, pending 

validation in patients. This technique can be utilized not only in the clinical setting, but also for 

clinical trials (e.g., drug development) or for validation of other novel techniques for assessment 

of diffuse liver disease. 

KEY POINTS 

 

Question. Is there potential for FAPI PET in staging liver fibrosis? 

Pertinent Findings: This animal study demonstrated a direct correlation between quantitative liver 

FAPI uptake on PET and both histologic measures of liver fibrosis, i.e., the ordinal METAVIR 

score and the quantitative collagen proportionate area. 

Implications for Patient Care: Pending further validation in patients, FAPI PET is a promising 

tool for noninvasive liver fibrosis staging.  
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Tables 

 

Table 1. Summary of liver FAPI uptake on PET and histologic analysis of liver tissue core 

biopsy and wedge sections in all subjects at baseline and at endpoint. 

* = CPA was not calculated at baseline as only core biopsies were obtained. 

CPA = collagen proportionate area; FAPI = fibroblast activation protein inhibitor; PET = 

positron emission tomography; SUV = standardized uptake value. 

 

Animal # Liver tissue 

FAPI uptake 

(SUV) 

METAVIR score 

CPA* 

(%) 

1 

Baseline core (left lobe) 1.8 F0/F1 - 

Baseline core (right lobe) 1.6 F0/F1 - 

Endpoint section 1 7.0 F4 50 

Endpoint section 2 1.5 F0/F1 15 

Endpoint section 3 5.8 F4 49 

Endpoint section 4 1.5 F0/F1 14 

2 

Baseline core (left lobe) 2.4 F0/F1 - 

Baseline core (right lobe) 2.0 F0/F1 - 

Endpoint section 1 2.5 F2 39 

Endpoint section 2 2.9 F2 33 

Endpoint section 3 1.7 F0/F1 9 

Endpoint section 4 1.5 F0/F1 12 

3 

Baseline core (left lobe) 2.2 F0/F1 - 

Baseline core (right lobe) 1.9 F0/F1 - 

Endpoint section 1 6.9 F4 40 



 

Endpoint section 2 2.1 F0/F1 22 

Endpoint section 3 1.8 F0/F1 13 

Endpoint section 4 4.9 F3 49 

4 

Baseline core (left lobe) 0.8 F0/F1 - 

Baseline core (right lobe) 1.2 F0/F1 - 

Endpoint section 1 4.7 F2 29 

Endpoint section 2 10.6 F4 77 

Endpoint section 3 4.5 F0/F1 16 

Endpoint section 4 12.6 F4 67 

5 

Baseline core (left lobe) 1.3 F0/F1 - 

Baseline core (right lobe) 1.3 F0/F1 - 

Endpoint section 1 8.3 F4 59 

Endpoint section 2 10.1 F4 44 

Endpoint section 3 1.6 F0/F1 13 

Endpoint section 4 1.7 F0/F1 18 

 

  



 

 
 

FIGURE 1. Study overview: after baseline PET/MRI, animals underwent a period of gradual 

increase in oral alcohol intake, followed by liver parenchymal transarterial embolization. After 8 

weeks of oral alcohol intake, they underwent endpoint imaging followed by necropsy and tissue 

analysis. 

MRI: Magnetic resonance imaging; PET: positron emission tomography. 

   



 

 

 

FIGURE 2. Modified METAVIR score to stage swine liver fibrosis: Due presence of thin bands 

of fibrosis in normal swine liver and absence of this finding in normal human liver, the METAVIR 

score used for staging human liver fibrosis was modified, such that the new stage (F0/F1) 

corresponds to normal swine liver with expected thin bands of fibrosis. Representative Masson’s 

Trichrome-stained histologic slides of swine liver demonstrate the extent of fibrosis at each stage. 

 

 

  



 

 

 

FIGURE 3. Pooled-data time-active curves demonstrate similar pattern of FAPI uptake by both 

normal liver at baseline and F0/F1 sections at endpoint (green and black curves, respectively). 

Conversely, there is incremental increase in delayed FAPI uptake by liver sections histologically 

staged as F2 and as F3/F4 (P<0.001). 

FAPI: fibroblast activation protein inhibitor; SUV: Standardized uptake value. 

 

 

  



 

 

FIGURE 4. Imaging/histologic correlation at baseline and endpoint: (A) Baseline axial PET/MRI 

images of animal #5 demonstrates homogeneous liver parenchyma and mild FAPI uptake; core 

biopsy of the left liver lobe (at 100x magnification) demonstrates expected thin bands of fibrosis 

(B, arrow) with very faint staining on FAP IHC (C, arrow). (D) At endpoint, a geographical region 

in the right lobe demonstrates hypoenhancement on MRI and increased FAPI uptake (D, arrows). 

Liver sections obtained from the avid (abnormal) and non-avid (normal/spared) regions (at 40x 

magnification) demonstrate expected thin bands of fibrosis in normal/spared region (E, arrow) 

with minimal staining on FAP IHC (F, arrow), and conversely thickened bridging bands of fibrosis 

in the abnormal region (G, arrow), with positive staining on FAP IHC (H, arrow).  

FAPI: fibroblast activation protein inhibitor; FAP IHC: fibroblast activation protein 

immunohistochemistry; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging; PET: positron emission tomography. 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

FIGURE 5. (A) Linear regression demonstrates a strong correlation between liver FAPI uptake 

and histologic CPA (Pearson correlation coefficient r = 0.89). (B) Box-and-whisker plot of liver 

FAPI uptake for the METAVIR fibrosis stage groups demonstrates no significant difference 

between the uptake of baseline liver and endpoint liver sections staged as F0/F1 (P=0.338); 

however, there is significant and incrementally higher FAPI uptake across F2 and F3/F4 stages, 

with minimal overlap between different stages (P<0.001). (C) Box-and-whisker plot of histologic 

CPA for each METAVIR fibrosis stage group at endpoint, demonstrating significant and 

incrementally increased CPA with increasing fibrosis stage (P<0.001). CPA was not performed 

for baseline tissues due to the relatively small amount of tissue procured through core needle 

biopsy at baseline. 

* = statistical significance. CPA: collagen proportionate area; FAPI: fibroblast activation protein 

inhibitor; SUV: standardized uptake value. 

  



 

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA 
 

     Animal Model Preparation. Five human-sized, age-matched, male, healthy Wisconsin 

Miniature SwineTM were included average age (range) of 15.3 (14-17) months and average (range) 

baseline weight 63 kg (56 – 76). No other inclusion or exclusion criteria were applied. No control 

cohort was enrolled as each animal served as its own control by the virtue of undergoing imaging 

and tissue sampling both at baseline and at endpoint (post fibrosis induction). No randomization 

was performed. Sample size was decided based on previously published literature on evaluation 

of liver fibrosis in swine.(46) 

Animals underwent PET/MRI imaging followed by same-day ultrasound-guided core-needle liver 

biopsy to establish baseline histologic and imaging characteristics of the liver. A few days after 

baseline imaging/biopsy (to allow for recovery), gradually increasing volumes of ethanol were 

added to the animals’ daily diets, starting from 40 mL of ethanol on day 1 to 280 mL on day 7, 

which was maintained as part of the diet until the study endpoint. To increase animal compliance 

with oral ethanol intake, ethanol was mixed with a sweetened electrolyte solution to a total volume 

of 2800 mL. 

     Liver Embolization. At 8 – 9 days after initiation of oral ethanol intake, animals underwent 

image-guided transarterial liver embolization as follows: under general anesthesia, through a 

percutaneous femoral arterial access, the common hepatic artery was catheterized under real-time 

fluoroscopic guidance. The gastroduodenal artery was coil-embolized to prevent non-target 

embolization and stomach/bowel necrosis. A microcatheter was advanced and positioned at the 

proximal proper hepatic artery, through which 30 mL of an emulsion of 1:3 (by volume) 

ethanol:ethiodized oil (Lipiodol, Guerbet, France) was gradually administered. The volume of 

embolic emulsion was based on the maximum tolerated dose demonstrated on previous 



 

studies.(26) Catheter position was monitored and maintained by real-time fluoroscopy. Following 

liver embolization, animals continued oral alcohol intake for a total of 8 weeks as aforementioned, 

after which they underwent endpoint PET/MRI followed by necropsy and harvesting of the liver 

for histologic analysis. 

     Radiotracer (FAPI) Production. To a solution of 50 µg of FAPI-46 precursor (SOFIE, Dulles, 

VA, USA) in 100 µL ultra-trace water were added 0.35 mL of 0.07 M sodium ascorbate and 0.45 

mL of 1.5 M sodium acetate in ultra-trace water. The mixture was transferred into a 10 mL sealed 

reaction vial. The 68Ge/68Ga generator (GalliaPharm, Eckert & Ziegler, Radiopharma, Berlin, 

Germany) was eluted with 5 mL of 0.1 N HCl using a syringe pump at the rate of 2 mL/min. The 

eluate was passed through a sterile filter and a silicon-coated low-metal-releasing needle into the 

reaction vial. The reaction vial was heated by a heating block at 97o C for 20 min. After cooling 

for 5 min, 1 mL of 1.5 M sodium acetate was added. The crude product was sterile filtrated with a 

0.22 µm Millipore filter into a final product vial. Product radiochemical purity was > 95%. 

     Image Acquisition. Radiotracer production is detailed in the Supplemental Data section. Images 

were acquired under general anesthesia in the supine position on a simultaneous whole-body 

PET/MRI scanner (Signa PET/MR, GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL, USA), using a 16-channel 

anterior array torso coil and a 14-channel posterior coil embedded at the isocenter of the scanner. 

Continuous dynamic PET data with the field of view centered over the liver were acquired for a 

total of 92 minutes, where FAPI was administered intravenously 1 minute after the initiation of 

data acquisitions. Average (range) administered radiotracer activity was 4.3 (3.5 – 4.6) MBq/kg 

body weight. Simultaneous MRI images were obtained during this period, including two-point 

Dixon images for fat-water separation for MRI-based attenuation correction, T1-weighted fat-



 

saturated images before and after intravenous administration of contrast (0.05 mmol/kg, 

gadoxetate disodium, Bayer Healthcare, NJ, USA) for anatomic localization. 

     Tissue Procurement and Histologic Evaluation. Baseline percutaneous liver core biopsies were 

performed under general anesthesia and real-time ultrasound guidance by a fellowship-trained 

abdominal radiologist or a fellowship-trained interventional radiologist. Core samples were 

obtained from each liver lobe, fixed in 10% formalin for 24-48 hours, and stored in 70% ethanol 

thereafter until embedded in paraffin. After endpoint imaging, animals were euthanized, and livers 

were harvested. Liver lobe surfaces were marked with ink to preserve the landmarks needed for 

imaging-histology co-localization and correlation. Harvested livers were sectioned using a “bread-

loafing” technique in the axial (transverse) plane to resemble the axial slices on PET/MRI as 

accurately as possible. Liver slices were also first fixed in 10% formalin for 24-48 hours, and then 

stored in 70% ethanol thereafter. Using anatomic landmarks, liver areas corresponding to the ROIs 

on post-fibrosis images were identified, and wedge sections of the identified regions were cut out 

and embedded in paraffin.  

Baseline and endpoint embedded tissues were processed with Masson’s Trichrome and Picrosirius 

red stains. Automated immunohistochemistry was performed on the Ventana Discovery Ultra 

BioMarker Platform (Ventena Medical Systems). Deparaffinization was carried out on the 

instrument, as was heat-induced epitope retrieval with cell conditioner 1 buffer (Ventana #950-

224), an EDTA based buffer pH 8.4, for 48 minutes at 95 ℃. The primary antibody was the anti-

FAP monoclonal antibody (SP325, ab240989, Abcam, plc) diluted 1:100 in Renaissance 

Background Reducer Diluent (BioCare Medical #PD905) and incubated for 40 minutes at 37 ℃. 

Slices were rinsed with reaction buffer (Ventana #950-300), incubated with Discovery OmniMap 

anti-rabbit horseradish peroxidase (Ventana #760-4311) for 16 minutes at 37 ℃, and then rinsed 



 

with reaction buffer. Discovery ChromoMap DAB detection kit (Ventana #760-159) was used for 

visualization. For negative control, slides were incubated with reaction buffer (Ventana #950-300) 

without primary antibody (results not shown). Slides were removed from the instrument, 

counterstained with Harris hematoxylin (1:5) for 45 seconds, rinsed with dH2O, dehydrated by 

oven drying and dipping in xylene. 

Histologic review and analysis were carried out by a board-certified, fellowship-trained 

hepatobiliary pathologist who was blinded to all imaging results and the timepoints of tissue 

procurement (i.e., baseline versus endpoint). Two histologic standards were used as reference: the 

METAVIR fibrosis score and collagen proportionate area (CPA). The METAVIR score is an 

ordinal five-point scale (F0 to F4) used for human liver fibrosis staging. This scale was slightly 

modified for the purposes of this swine study (Figure 2). In humans, F0 is absence of fibrosis and 

F4 is end-stage fibrosis/cirrhosis. However, given that normal swine liver has thin, organized 

bands of fibrosis at baseline, F0 and F1 were grouped into one category that was assigned to normal 

swine liver with expected uniform thin bands of fibrosis, herein F0/F1. F2 was assigned to presence 

of slightly thickened bands of fibrosis and/or rare septa, F3 to thickened bands of fibrosis with 

numerous septa without cirrhosis, and F4 to cirrhosis. 

The second utilized histologic measure of liver fibrosis, CPA, is measured as the proportion of 

collagen deposition area relative to the total tissue area (reported in %) on Picrosirius red-stained 

slides. CPA is validated as a predictor of outcomes in patients with various chronic liver diseases 

and can sub-classify cirrhosis and predict decompensation. (29-35)  Picrosirius red-stained slides 

were scanned at the 20× magnification of using the Vectra Multispectral Imaging System 

(PerkinElmer, Inc. Hopkinton, MA, USA). Images were analyzed using the InForm software 



 

(version 2.4, PerkinElmer, Inc. Hopkinton, MA, USA) to quantify the Picrosirius red staining in 

five regions within each liver section. Each region’s CPA was calculated as following: 

 

Region’s CPA = region’s stained area ÷ region’s total tissue area × 100% 

 

The CPA measurements at the five regions in each section were averaged to yield a per-section 

CPA. CPA analysis was performed only for endpoint wedge sections and not for baseline tissues 

due to the relatively small amount of tissue procured through core needle biopsy at baseline. 

 

     Statistical Analysis. Liver FAPI uptake time-activity curves were generated by plotting the 

pooled ROI SUVs against time for different stages of fibrosis. Box-and-whisker plots were 

generated to compare liver FAPI uptake and CPA across different histologic stages of liver 

fibrosis, using Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test. Linear regression was used to correlate liver FAPI 

with CPA, using the Pearson correlation coefficient. To account for the correlation among repeated 

measurements and their non-monotone change over time, a linear mixed effects model was used 

with pig- and ROI-specific random effects and piecewise linear time trend. P<0.05 was considered 

statistically significant. A post-hoc power analysis for testing F2 versus F0/F1, and F3/F4 versus 

F0/F1 stages under the current sample size was performed. All analyses were performed using R 

Statistical Software (Version 4.02; Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). 

 

 


